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Abstract: Normal function of the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) coordinates eye movement

with head movement, in order to provide clear vision during motion and maintain balance. VOR
is generated within the semicircular canals of the inner ear to elicit compensatory eye
movements, which maintain stability of images on the fovea during brief, rapid head motion,
otherwise known as gaze stability. Normal VOR function is necessary in carrying out activities
of daily living (eg, walking and riding in a car) and is of particular importance in higher
demand activities (eg, sports-related activities). Disruption or damage in the VOR can result in
symptoms such as movement-related dizziness, blurry vision, difficulty maintaining balance
with head movements, and even nausea. Dizziness is one of the most common symptoms
following traumatic brain injury (TBI) and is considered a risk factor for a prolonged recovery.
Assessment of the vestibular system is of particular importance following TBI, in conjunction
with oculomotor control, due to the intrinsic neural circuitry that exists between the ocular and
vestibular systems. The purpose of this article is to review the physiology of the VOR and the
visual-vestibular symptoms associated with TBI and to discuss assessment and treatment
guidelines for TBI. Current challenges and future prospects will also be addressed.
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Introduction
Vestibular symptoms can occur immediately following traumatic brain injury (TBI) and can be
some of the most problematic sequelae, which contribute to a prolonged recovery. 1–3
Assessment of the vestibular system post TBI generally focuses on sensory organization or
balance testing,4–7 while testing the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) continues to be largely
overlooked. The literature is particularly sparse in incorporating VOR exercises into a
rehabilitation program post injury, or articulating the importance of peripheral versus central
vestibular involvement.8VOR originates from the semicircular canals (SCCs) of the inner ear to
elicit compensatory eye movements that stabilize images on the fovea during brief and rapid
head motion. The compensatory eye movements involved in gaze stability ensure clear vision
during angular head motion and non-angular head movement, which are necessary for
activities of daily living (ADL) as well as higher demand activities associated with sports. VOR
is vulnerable to disruption and even damage by mild TBI, resulting in symptoms such as
movement-related dizziness, blurry vision, unsteadiness, and even nausea. 1,7,9,10 Dizziness is
reported in 50% of concussed athletes (the second most common symptom following a
headache),3 suggesting visual and/or vestibular impairments.9–13 Further, dizziness at the time
of injury is the single greatest risk factor for a prolonged recovery. 14 The purpose of this article
is to review the physiology of the VOR in order to address the pathology and symptoms as a

consequence of TBI, as well as the challenges and future prospects for vestibulo-ocular
involvement in TBI management.
Peripheral vestibular system anatomy
The peripheral vestibular system is composed of the bony labyrinth, the membranous
labyrinth, and the specialized sensory hair cells within the inner ear (Figure 1). The inner ear
has two distinct divisions: 1) the cochlea for hearing and 2) the vestibular system for balance
(Figure 2). The bony labyrinth is located within the temporal bone on each side of the head
and is filled with the perilymph. The membranous labyrinth is suspended within the bony
labyrinth and is filled with endolymph. The inner ear fluids are maintained at constant volumes
and contain specific concentrations of sodium, potassium, chloride, and other electrolytes. The
perilymph has a higher concentration of sodium than potassium, whereas the endolymph has a
higher concentration of potassium than sodium.15 Mechanical conduction of sound waves and
head motion cause the specialized sensory hair cells to move within the endolymph to detect
sound wave pressure in the cochlea and head acceleration in the labyrinth (Figure 3). The
labyrinth consists of two distinct sensory mechanisms: SCCs, which detect angular head
accelerations, and the otolith organs that detect linear head accelerations (Figure 4). The three
SCCs (anterior, posterior, and horizontal) provide the sensory neural input related to angular
head acceleration, which is processed to coordinate compensatory eye and head movements
via the VOR.

Figure 1 Representation of the ear from the outer ear (A) to the middle
ear (B) to the inner ear (C).

Figure 2 Representation of the two divisions of the inner ear.
Note: The cochlea is the snail-shaped portion on the right, and the
semicircular canals on the left represent the vestibular system.
Figure 3 Representation of the endolymph (pink), which is the fluid
contained in the membranous labyrinth of the inner ear and has a
higher level of potassium than sodium.

Figure 4 Representation of the three semicircular canals that detect
angular head accelerations and the two otolith organs (utricle and
saccule) that detect linear head accelerations.
Note: Adapted with permission from Benign Paroxysmal Positional
Vertigo [webpage]. Copyright © 2016, Timothy C. Hain, MD. [Updated
Dec 27 2006]. Available from http://www.dizziness-andbalance.com/images/master-ear.jpg.
The otolith organs (utricle and saccule) provide sensory neural input related to linear head
acceleration. The utricle senses linear movements of the head in the horizontal plane, while
the saccule senses linear movements of the head in the vertical plane. Additionally, the utricle
and saccule convey information about spinal and leg musculature for balance strategies (ankle,
hip, and stepping) via the vestibular spinal reflex (VSR), which is primarily to maintain upright
posture during movement. The otoliths further convey information regarding the direction of
gravity through head tilt, which is incorporated into locomotion. The function of the otolith
organs is accomplished by otoconia – calcium carbonate crystals that are denser than the
surrounding endolymph – remaining partially stable while the head moves around them
(Figure 5). It is important to note that the utricle and saccule also have connections with eyes
muscles as noted with the SCC. However, the direct pathways of rotational compensatory eye
movements are much greater than those of linear translation, resulting in minimal
contributions from the otoliths to the VOR as compared to the SCC.
Figure 5 The bottom image represents orientation of hair cells within
the utricle when the head is upright.
Notes: The hair cells are surrounded by a gelatinous substance and
hold the microscopic otoconia. The image on the right represents the
response with pitching the head forward, which results in a deflection of
the hair cells due to a gravitational pull.
If otoconia become displaced from the utricle into the SCCs, then brief spells of vertigo are
experienced related to position changes, a condition called benign paroxysmal positional
vertigo (Figure 6). TBI is a common cause of benign paroxysmal positional vertigo in the adult
population, although it rarely occurs in adolescents.10,16,17 The first-order information processing
from the inner ear involves a number of associated reflexes: the vestibulocollic reflex (VCR),
the cervico-ocular reflex (COR), the cervicospinal reflex (CSR), and the cervicocollic reflex
(CCR). VCR acts on the neck muscles to stabilize the head in space during body movements

and is considered a righting reflex. VCR lessens head oscillations that occur in more rapid,
dynamic movements.18 Although the neural pathways and actions are not fully understood, it is
suspected that VCR is mediated through the otolith organs and medial VSR.19 COR acts on eye
movements similar to VOR, receiving input from the neck proprioceptors, and is of particular
importance as a compensatory strategy if bilateral vestibular nerve loss occurs. COR is not
thought to make any notable contributions to gaze stability in normal subjects because the
gain is notably less than VOR.20 CSR acts on the extremities and is synonymous with the tonic
neck reflex. CSR interacts with VSR.21 Finally, CCR acts on deep neck muscles to assist in head
stabilization during head and body movements. Body rotation with the head stabilized elicits
CCR, whereas head rotation with the body stabilized elicits VOR.22 For purposes of this review,
we focus primarily on VOR.
Figure 6 Representation of dislodged otoconia in both the posterior and
horizontal canal.
Note: Adapted with permission from Benign Paroxysmal Positional
Vertigo [webpage]. Copyright © 2016, Timothy C. Hain, MD. [Updated
Dec 27 2006]. Available from http://www.dizziness-andbalance.com/images/master-ear.jpg.
Mechanism of VOR
SCCs are approximately orthogonal (90°) to one another and provide information about the
angular movements of the head in three independent planes. The anterior canal on one side is
coplanar with the posterior canal on the opposite side, while the horizontal canals of each side
are coplanar to one another. Thus, the six SCCs are grouped into three coplanar pairs: the
right anterior and the left posterior; the left anterior and the right posterior; and the right and
left horizontal canals. The horizontal canals tilt upward by an estimated 20°–30° from the
horizontal plane when the head is upright, although three-dimensional multiplanar
computerized tomography calculated the horizontal canal to be more commonly tilted by 18°. 23
SCCs’ responses are considered maximal when the head moves in the plane of the respective
canal, which is the premise for testing the horizontal VOR function with ~20° of flexion.23,24
Each SCC has an ampulla, an expanded bubble-like structure that contains the hair cells (crista
ampullaris), as well as a fan-like structure known as the cupula, which separates the canal
from the vestibule. The cupula has the same density as the endolymph and therefore SCC does
not respond to changes in the orientation of the head with respect to gravity. With angular
head movements, however, the inertia of the endolymph results in a pressure on the cupula,

which stimulates the hair cells through facilitation (increased firing rate) or inhibition
(decreased firing rate). If the fluid is moving toward the ampulla, the horizontal canal is
facilitated, while the canals in the vertical plane on the same side are inhibited. Hence, neural
activities of the SCC pairs are opposite, which results in a push–pull mechanism of facilitation
on one side and inhibition on the other.15 The resting firing rate in the absence of motion would
therefore be equal for the right and left labyrinths.
VOR neural pathways have been well documented; for purposes of this discussion, pathways
will be addressed as a three-arc process: 1) detection of head rotation occurs as a result of
endolymph displacement and the subsequent deflection of the cupula (as shown in Figure 7),
2) extraocular muscles on opposite sides of the head undergo inhibition and excitation, and 3
generation of eye movements takes place with the primary purpose of compensating for head
movement.15 These compensatory eye movements stabilize images on the fovea and allow for
clear vision during head movements.
Figure 7 Representation of the endolymphatic flow.
Notes: (A) Orientation of the cupula when the head is upright and
stationary. (B) Head movement in one direction, resulting in
endolymphatic flow in the opposite direction and toward the cupula
(ampullopetal). Ampullopetal flow causes deflection of the cupula
toward the utricle (utriculopetal). (C) Head movement that results in
endolymph moving away from the amupulla (ampullofugal), causing
deflection of the cupula away from the utricle (utriculofugal).
To better understand the VOR function, we will briefly review the role of the extraocular
muscles. There are six extraocular muscles that contribute to eye movements: lateral and
medial rectus muscles for horizontal eye movements, superior and inferior rectus muscles
primarily for vertical movements but also contributing to torsional eye movements, and
superior and inferior oblique muscles primarily for torsional movements but also contributing
to vertical eye movements. The extraocular muscles reside in planes that are approximately
parallel to the plane of respective SCCs. The SCCs are responsible for facilitating muscles on
the same side and inhibiting muscles on the opposite side, as noted in Table 1. These
anatomical relationships are also highlighted in Table 2 and are known as Ewald’s Law 1.25 VOR
maintains gaze stability through compensatory eye movements equal to head movements,
which is referred to as VOR gain. For example, if the head turns 30 °/sec to the right, then the

eyes turn 30°/sec to the left to maintain stability of the image on the fovea. In a healthy
person, the gain is a 1:1 ratio.
Table 1 Represents the excitatory and inhibitory connections of each
SCC with the muscles of both eyes, which results in specific
compensatory responses between the vestibular system and eye
muscles
Table 2 Ewald’s three laws, which govern vestibular diagnostic testing
Note: Ewald’s Law 1 is specific to compensatory eye movements to
head movements as well as the foundation for identifying canal
involvement in benign paroxysmal positional vertigo.
Central connections
Vestibular information is primarily processed in the brainstem via afferent fibers of the eighth
crania nerve (CN VIII). The signals enter the brainstem at the medulla and pons, which is
known as the vestibular nuclear complex. Vestibular nuclear complex is comprised of four
major nuclei (versus up to seven minor nuclei) in the floor of the fourth ventricle: superior,
inferior, medial, and lateral.15,26 Most of the SCC inputs synapse with the superior and medial
vestibular nuclei via first-order sensory neurons of CN VIII, while second-order sensory
neurons send signals ipsilaterally and contralaterally via the medial longitudinal fasciculus to
the oculomotor cranial nerves III, IV, and VI. A third motor neuron excites the extraocular
muscles, causing conjugate eye movements that are equal to and opposite of head
movements.27 This results in gaze stabilization during head movements and represents the
three-arc model previously discussed.15,27
The vestibular system is unique in that it also sends collaterals to the cerebellum via the
inferior cerebellar peduncle, with a role in modulating or fine-tuning the VOR. More specifically,
the flocculonodular lobe and fastigial nuclei regulate vestibular and oculomotor function. The
cerebellum is also considered the adaptive processor of vestibular information, specifically as
related to error messages, and assists in coordination, maintaining posture, and modulation of
vestibular reflexes.28
There are additional vestibular connections to the thalamus, cerebral (vestibular) cortex, and
reticular formation. These extensive connections result in a coordinated effort between the
vestibular system and other central networks to contribute to arousal and conscious awareness
of the head and body in space.27

The vestibular blood supply
The anterior inferior cerebellar artery branches into the labyrinthine artery, which is the main
blood supply route for the peripheral vestibular system. Anterior inferior cerebellar artery
bifurcates with the superior vestibular artery supplying the utricle, superior and horizontal
SCC, and a small portion to the saccule. The other branch (common cochlear artery) further
bifurcates to supply the cochlea, majority of the posterior SCC, and remainder of the saccule.
The venous flow is similar to the arterial flow, of which the superior vein drains the superior
and horizontal SCC and utricle, while the inferior vein drains the saccule, posterior SCC, and
the majority of the saccule.15
Visual-vestibular functional integration
As previously discussed, the primary purpose of the VOR is gaze stability – maintaining fixation
of images on the fovea during head motion. The fovea is responsible for the sharpest central
vision and is of particular importance in reading, driving, and feature detection. The
oculomotor system (pursuit, saccades and optokinetic) fulfill this role when the object of
interest changes. For example, compensation occurs through smooth pursuit (tracking) at
slower speeds, but faster speeds require more reflexive responses via saccades that are not
capable by the pursuit system.
The slow phase of optokinetic nystagmus (OKN) is the same as smooth pursuit, and the fast
phase is the same as saccades. The OKN system, however, is considered a reflexive
mechanism that is the equivalent of the reflexive vestibular system. When tracking an object
during sustained head movements, the VOR must be suppressed. This visual-vestibular
interaction is essential for individuals to successfully move around in their environment and
without provocation of symptoms. The optokinetic system allows for gaze stabilization in
sustained head movements, or when the head is still but objects are moving in a timely
fashion (eg, counting train cars that are passing by while the head is still). The optokinetic
system is also activated with full field or a large visual scene – objects that fill at least 80% of
the visual field.15 These features of the OKN and the VOR previously discussed can be used for
the diagnosis of TBI symptoms and incorporated into approaches for treating persistent
symptomatology.
When the head and eyes are moving together to track a single object, VOR must be
suppressed in order to maintain focus on the target.29 Dysfunction in suppression of VOR is a
contributing factor to motion sensitivity, a symptom associated with slower recovery from

postconcussion syndrome (PCS) symptoms.2,3,30 As previously stated, additional symptoms
associated with impairments in the visual-vestibular systems can include dizziness,
unsteadiness, headaches, blurriness, decreased concentration, difficulty reading, and even
nausea.1,7,9,10
TBI and VOR
VOR remains sensitive and vulnerable to TBI of all severities.1,30–32 Dizziness is one of the most
common symptoms following head trauma3 and serves as a primary predictor of a prolonged
recovery.1–3 Identifying the etiology of the dizziness, nausea, and/or balance problems following
TBI is particularly challenging, as similar symptoms can be the result of brain, inner ear,
visual, and/or spinal injury.
Vestibular disorders associated with TBI can be central or peripheral, although peripheral
disorders are much more common.33 The more serious life-threatening central causes of central
dizziness are typically identified by imaging, whereas imaging has low sensitivity for peripheral
vestibular dysfunction.34 For these injuries, the clinical examination must include a
comprehensive history regarding symptoms, identifying risk factors for PCS, which include
dizziness, history of migraines, previous concussions, collision-sport participation, female sex,
persistent headaches, amnesia, younger age, history of mood disorder, and/or presence of a
learning disorder.2,35–37
Further, it is critical to identify activities that exacerbate and/or decrease the symptoms. Since
dizziness is a primary symptom of PCS, but represents an umbrella term with different
meanings to each individual, it is recommended to ask the individual to describe their dizziness
without using the word itself. The goal is to distinguish dizziness symptoms into the following
four categories:38
1. Vertigo: It is an illusion of movement, which always includes a spinning or rotational
sensation. The individual feels as if 1) the room is spinning, and/or 2) it is a feeling
inside their head. The individual may also describe their vertigo as a sudden falling
sensation or that the ground moving, which can be provoked or exacerbated by anxiety.
2. Presyncope: The feeling of nearly passing out, fainting and/or blacking out.
3. Lightheadedness: It is often associated with a faint-like feeling or as if the individual
may pass out. Lightheadedness is typically associated with a non-vestibular disorder
such as hypoglycemia, orthostatic hypotension, and/or anxiety.

4. Unsteadiness: It is commonly described as feeling “off,” and the individual may be afraid
he or she will fall. Some individuals may associate their unsteadiness with their feet,
which is suggestive of loss of sensation and/or lower extremity weakness. Some also
describe a drunk-like, intoxicated feeling common in both peripheral and central
vestibular disorders.
Table 3 identifies common characteristics of symptoms associated with peripheral vestibular
dysfunction after TBI.15 In TBI and concussion management, an accurate diagnosis is critical to
developing the most appropriate plan of care. An effective diagnosis can identify those
individuals for whom starting a rehabilitation program is not suitable and may require
additional referral(s). A comprehensive initial examination, understanding of the patient’s
symptoms, and clinical examination by an experienced clinician can provide an accurate
diagnosis, which is the cornerstone for a successful recovery.39,40
Table 3. Summary of vestibular disorders associated with head trauma
and corresponding clinical presentation (adapted from Ernst).10
Note: Adapted from Ernst A, Basta D, Seidl RO, Todt I, Scherer H,
Clarke A. Otolaryngol Head Neck Surg. 2(4):554–558. Copyright ©
2005 by Sage Publications, Inc. Reprinted by Permission of SAGE
Publications, Inc.10
Abbreviations: BPPV, benign paroxysmal positional vertigo; SCC,
semicircular canal; CT, computed tomography.
Clinical assessment of the oculomotor system
Disruption in oculomotor control, or eye movement, has long been associated with TBI, 41 even
dating back to ancient times.42 Prior to assessing the VOR, examination of the oculomotor
system provides valuable information to distinguish central from peripheral vestibular
pathology. At a minimum, assessment of the oculomotor system should include the following.
Alignment
Evaluation of eye position is the first step in the examination of oculomotor control, because
misalignment can affect all eye movement systems. More obvious misalignments can be
identified through simple observation and, if noted, warrants referral to an optometrist or
ophthalmologist, especially if strabismus is a new onset post injury. More subtle horizontal or
vertical misalignments can be detected using the cover test, which is considered reliable even

among more inexperienced examiners.43 Misalignment of the eyes can cause blurriness,
dizziness, headaches, and/or diplopia.
Range of motion
The range of oculomotor control can be performed during smooth pursuit testing, but requires
observations through the nine cardinal positions of gaze versus observation during H-pattern
only. In the absence of damage, individuals can move his or her eyes with conjugate gaze into
all extremes of the visual field.
Smooth pursuit
Normal smooth pursuit is a smooth movement of the eyes tracking a slow moving target from
one point of fixation to another in a timely manner. Evaluation of the tracking system assesses
how timely and smoothly the eyes follow a target across the field of vision while the head is in
the neutral position. Smooth pursuit is often tested in the H-pattern across the visual field to
examine cranial nerves III, IV, and VI. Damage to smooth pursuit systems can be detected as
imprecise following of the target, observed by corrective, or catch-up, saccades similar to
nystagmus. Normal tracking declines with age and is sensitive to medications, inattention, and
anxiety.44 Notable eye movement asymmetry during tracking suggests a cranial nerve palsy,
which may be associated with TBI or the central nervous system dysfunction. Following TBI, it
is also important to assess the interaction between the smooth pursuit system and the VOR via
the VOR cancellation test.
Saccades
The saccadic system produces a rapid eye movement from one point of fixation to another
point of fixation. Normal saccades bring the image of the new target onto the fovea for clear
viewing. Abnormal saccades can include decreased velocity to the target, increased latency to
initiate the movement, and/or corrections (either under or overshooting) the target.45
Abnormal saccades suggest disruption in normal brainstem and/or cerebellum function44 and
have been measured in symptomatic individuals following whiplash injury. 46
Vergence
The vergence system aligns both foveas onto a common target at varying distances through
disjunctive eye movements; each eye moves in a direction opposite to the other. Normal
vergence results in symmetrical and coordinated eye movement inward (convergence) or
outward (divergence), depending on the distance of the target. Disruption of the vergence

system has long been associated with TBI,47 where the majority of studies focus on combatrelated injuries and more recently sports-related concussions.30
VOR cancellation
The VOR cancellation test is essentially a higher demand test of the smooth pursuit system.
The subject is asked to fixate on a moving target while the head is moved in the same
direction. For example, the subject can extend out their arms, clasp their hands together, and
extend their thumbs. The head and body rotate together back and forth while the subjects
maintain their gaze on their thumbs. Findings should be consistent with results in the smooth
pursuit test. An abnormal finding is observation of corrective saccades44 and/or provocation of
symptoms.30
Assessment of the vestibulo-ocular system
As previously discussed, VOR functions primarily to achieve clear vision during head
movement. With a dysfunction in VOR, the gain error is too great and can result in symptoms
of dizziness, unsteadiness, and even nausea. In more severe VOR dysfunction, the individual
may experience oscillopsia, the sensation that objects are jumping or even the room moving
during head movements. Oscillopsia and vertigo are less common with mild TBI, although
movement-related dizziness is very common. Bedside tests for the VOR include the following.
o

Head thrust: The head thrust test is a single, rapid head turn based on the oculocephalic
reflex, or “Doll’s Eye” reflex, which is performed as a standard for individuals who are in
a coma or unresponsive. The head of the patient is rapidly turned in the horizontal plane
to one side (~30°), while the clinician observes for compensatory conjugate eye
movements in the opposite direction. Halmagyi and Curthoys48 expanded the clinical
application of this test to conscious patients with complete unilateral vestibular loss. The
test is considered positive (abnormal) if the examiner observes corrective saccades back
to the target (typically the examiner’s nose). Although the head thrust test may provoke
symptoms (eg, dizziness) in individuals following mild TBI, corrective saccades due to
retinal slippage are rarely observed unless the injury involved significant unilateral
vestibular weakness.

o

Head shake test: The head shake test is used to identify the possibility of asymmetrical
vestibular input due to peripheral or central pathology.29 The examiner passively
performs head oscillations, or the subject does so actively. Head oscillations should
occur with head flexion of ~20° to align the horizontal canals parallel to the ground and

cover a 60° arc (30° side to side) at ~2 Hz (2 cycles/s) for 20 repetitions. The higher
velocity of the head movement exceeds pursuit system, which can only maintain gaze
stabilization up to 1 Hz. Normally, no nystagmus is expected. Some individuals with
peripheral or central vestibular dysfunction show a transient nystagmus (~30 seconds)
with the fast phase toward the unaffected ear after the head movement is stopped. 38,49 A
slower nystagmus that switches directions may follow. This test has improved sensitivity
with Frenzel goggles or infrared video goggles, but it has low sensitivity overall as a
screening tool for vestibular dysfunction.50 Abnormal results are detected in individuals
with significant vestibular loss, which is typically not associated with mild TBI.
o

Dynamic visual acuity (DVA) test: The DVA test was originally discussed in 1984 for
assessing vestibular loss and has since become a standard clinical test for vestibular
therapists.51 The test is performed in the sitting position, and the individual wears
corrective lenses as needed. The individual reads the lowest line on a visual acuity chart
(eg, Snellen chart), recording the smallest line read with less than three errors (eg,
20/20). The examiner flexes the patient’s head by 20º and continues to hold the
patient’s head with both hands and rotates it back and forth in the horizontal plane in a
40°–60° arc (20°–30° side to side to side) at ~2 Hz (exceeding compensation by the
pursuit system), all while the patient reads the visual acuity chart. Again, the smallest
line read with less than three errors is recorded while the head is moving (eg, 20/50). A
normal result is a drop of no more than two lines when the head is moving from the
baseline static acuity. An abnormal result is a difference of two or more lines between
static and dynamic acuity, likely with provocation of symptoms. Sensitivity and
specificity of the DVA test varies greatly, as a result of varied methodology, such as
passive (examiner moves head) versus active (subject moves head) oscillations,
frequency of head movements (1–7 Hz), and position of head movement. Further,
although it is recommended to perform DVA testing with the head tilted 20° into flexion
to isolate the horizontal canal, vision can be obscured for those wearing corrective
glasses and the overall the range of visual acuity diminishes in upward gaze.
Regardless, provocation of symptoms during the DVA test indicates injury-induced
damage.

o

Vestibular/ocular motor screen (VOMS): A modified version (or screen) of the DVA is
incorporated in the VOMS by holding a 14-size type at arm’s length and performing
rapid head movements as described earlier. The VOMS includes five domains: 1) smooth
pursuit, 2) saccades, 3) near point convergence, 4) VOR, and 5) visual motion

sensitivity. The examiner measures for symptom provocation according to a graded
subjective scale for each assessment, ranging from no symptoms (0) to severe (10)
after each test and also includes three measurements of near point convergence. 30 In a
recent study of the VOMS, concussed athletes reported the highest percentage of
symptom provocation (61%) during administration of VOR testing.30 Because the VOMS
relies primarily on symptom provocation, it should not be used in isolation.
o

Advanced VOR testing: More sophisticated VOR testing is typically conducted in
specialized dizziness and balance centers. Rotary chair testing assesses VOR function at
slower speeds that are less associated with ADL but is sensitive to detect bilateral
vestibular loss. High-velocity head rotation testing can better assess higher demands of
VOR function associated with ADL and more dynamic activities. These active head
rotation systems are often computerized, with recent incorporation of infrared video
based on Halmagyi and Curthoys’ work to more objectively measure the corrective
saccades noted in the head thrust test. These systems can measure smaller corrective
saccades (covert saccades) that are not otherwise observable, and indicate vestibular
disruption; however, the evidence for VOR dysfunction after TBI is sparse. Advanced
VOR testing holds the potential to identify subtle dysfunction in the vestibular system
following TBI, especially if the individual reports vestibular symptoms.

Treatment of VOR dysfunction
Successful treatments depend on an accurate diagnosis to guide a management strategy. In
regard to concussion, recommended components of the clinical assessment include a graded
symptom checklist scale, review of past medical history to identify risk factors associated with
a prolonged recovery, cognitive testing, cranial nerve assessment (with a focus on oculomotor
control, including vergence), cervical range of motion, balance, gait, and vestibular testing. 52–54
As an initial screening tool, VOMS can identify visual and/or vestibular dysfunction, although
more diagnostic tests to confirm findings are advised before integrating visual and/or
vestibular exercises in managing the rehabilitation process. Once the specific impairments
localize the etiology, an appropriate care plan can be developed, which may include referrals,
continued rest, and/or recommendations to begin a “return-to-activity” rehabilitation program.
With regard to sports-related concussion, the most recognized return-to-play program is the
“Graded Exertional Step-Wise Approach” protocol endorsed by the National Athletic Trainers’
Association.52 This protocol forms a foundation for the most widely recognized concussion
guidelines described in the Zurich Consensus Concussion Statement 55 and is a mandate in the

majority of states’ concussion legislation, as well as the college athletics and professional
sports concussion management guidelines.
The stepwise approach provides a foundation and standardized guideline suitable for the
majority of individuals with mild TBI, as >80% of concussed adolescents resolve symptoms
within 21 days of the injury with adequate rest and a gradual return to activities.3–6 For those
individuals with residual visual-vestibular associated symptoms, the stepwise approach with
exertion is not sufficient; rehabilitative interventions are needed.
The potential to rehabilitate VOR varies. VOR function frequently recovers spontaneously with
time, which has been attributed to neuroplasticity, and does not require any intervention. For
those individuals who do not recover with time, Herdman describes two primary approaches
for vestibular intervention: 1) adaptation and 2) substitution or compensation due to
significant vestibular loss of which both are accomplished through an exercise-based treatment
program56,57 In cases of significant vestibular loss, the VOR, especially at higher velocities, does
not return to its pre-morbid level of function58; however this is unlikely for concussion. When to
begin vestibular therapy is debatable, although the VOR adaptation exercises themselves need
to be context specific.44 Through repetitive exercises that induce retinal slippage, the central
vestibular mechanisms (brainstem and cerebellum) will correct and thereby rehabilitate these
error messages. Retinal slippage can be induced by rapid head movements while maintaining
visual fixation on a target in the distance, known as gaze stability exercises. VOR exercises
should follow testing parameters but be performed under a variety of distances (targets at
arm’s length to distances further away), under a variety of conditions (seated, standing, and
walking) and in various planes (horizontal, vertical, and/or with head tilt). Of note, the
cerebellum limits of learning are <2.5 Hz, whereas the VOR performs at much higher speeds.
Thus, neuroplasticity outside the cerebellum may be involved in VOR rehabilitation. 59,60
Exercises should begin slowly while the individual is in a seated (static) position to assess
whether symptoms of anxiety, dizziness, and nausea are exacerbated. VOR exercises should
be gradually increased in velocity, but as speed increases, amplitude of the head movement
should decrease. This conservative approach to gradually increase intensity is more effective
than generating error messages that are too large for the capacity of the VOR system. 56 This
gradual exercise approach based on tolerance and recovery of exercise is also consistent with
the graded stepwise approach for mTBI.52
In predicting recovery, risk factors for negative outcomes overlap, but not entirely, between
vestibular rehabilitation and PCS. For instance, the sex of the individual does not appear to

influence recovery from vestibular symptoms as it does for PCS symptoms, although a history
of migraine, younger age, and mood disorder similarly predict outcome for vestibular
impairment and PCS.61–64
Current challenges in clinical management of TBI
Vestibular function is vulnerable to TBI of any severity. The primary challenge for the diagnosis
and management of VOR impairments following TBI is the limited knowledge arising from a
small body of research. Sensory organization and balance testing post TBI have been studied
predominantly, but static balance testing performed as a standard post-injury examination
does not adequately represent the vestibular system dynamics. As a result, static balance
testing shows a perceived lack of sensitivity to detect concussion-related impairments.
Additionally, balance testing alone incompletely describes vestibular function, as VOR and VSR
have unique neuronal pathways that can sustain damage independent of one another. Hence,
VOR function more accurately represents vestibular system dynamics and is a priority for postinjury examination.30 With an absence of clear normative data for VOR function in specialized
populations (eg, athletes and elderly), diagnosis and treatment of vestibular impairments
become more complex, which can be mitigated partially by conducting baseline/pre-injury
testing, where possible. Although VOMS is thought to have a high level of confidence in
accurately identifying a concussion, it is primarily a symptom provocation test and should not
be used in isolation to diagnose or implement exercises. Challenges with VOMS include intertester reliability, symptom provocation with testing after head trauma often having an anxiety
component (especially with a prolonged recovery), and relying on symptom reporting, which
can result in recall bias (especially if the person wants to be allowed to return to sports).
Comprehensive vestibular therapy is indicated for a subset of individuals in the acute phase
post injury showing uncompensated vestibular dysfunction65–67 but typically considered only
with more chronic vestibular dysfunction (10–12 weeks).68 The shared circuitry between the
visual and vestibular systems indicates that a comprehensive clinical examination is required
to accurately identify central and peripheral involvement, including the ability to differentiate
between a component of anxiety and/or cervicogenic involvement. The complexity of testing,
interpretation, and rehabilitation programs necessitate trained providers, who may not be
readily available in all clinics and even multidisciplinary centers. Concussion specialists are
licensed health care professionals who have training in concussion management, adhere to
best practices, and see a sufficient number of cases.54 These factors can not only limit access
to care but also prescribe a financial burden that deters marketplace saturation.

Future prospects
The elevated public awareness and associated legislation regarding TBI will continue to grow
and focus research efforts in the area of diagnosis and management. Standard clinical testing
discussed here will be complemented by advances in imaging and biomarker diagnostic tools.
Further refinements through iterative processes will continue to refine and develop specific
tools for visual and vestibular dysfunction related to TBI, as evidenced by the VOMS as the
newest screening tool. Concussion specialists must continue to collaborate and communicate
with other clinicians, specialists, and researchers to build knowledge for the comprehensive
diagnosis and management of concussion. Advancements and accessibility with mobile- and
web-based technology could potentially fill this void and pave the way for best practices
through data mining to recognize practice patterns and track individuals in real time. This
platform provides opportunities for increased collaboration and communication to deliver
evidence-based clinical care to improve quality of life. Regardless of TBI severity, successful
outcomes depend on awareness, education, and a comprehensive interdisciplinary approach.
The continuing inclusion of visual, vestibular, and cervicogenic symptoms in TBI assessment
and management continues to develop best practices for TBI.
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